
Sean Jones
Front-End
Web Developer

webgeek.me.uk

Proactive team-player

Awesome initiative

 Beg. & Int. Web Developer
Qualifications

Tameside College, 2015

National Diploma in
Game Development

UCLAN, 2013

AVCE Double Award in ICT
Macclesfield College, 2008

National Diploma in
Aerospace Engineering
Macclesfield College, 2006

I am a hard-working, motivated
self-confessed geek. I enjoy
challenging myself, especially 
learning new methodologies that 
develop into awesome end results. 
Alternatively, I thrive working as
part of a team, taking on a lapart of a team, taking on a larger
task and combining different
talents as one to create something
amazing.

A super logical mind

Confident communicator

Epic at problem solving

Photoshop

Dreamweaver 

HTML 5

JavaScript

CSS3

W3.CSS &
Bootstrap



Gaming & Comic’s

Gaming & comics are portals to
other worlds, whether taking on
storm troopers with friends, or 
reading about the Flash’s latest 
adventures.

Freja

Freja is my three year old 
daughter who is totally nuts. 
It’s awe-inspiring to watch her 
grow and develop. Hopefully 
she will become a true geek 
like myself.

Japanese culture and history
fascinate me, their way of life is
really intriguing. I have travelled
to a few parts of Japan and it was
incredible.

Development

Japan

I love the coding side of the
computer world, websites, app’s
and even games. The ability to 
talk the computers language and
to be able to construct something
that can be viewed and even
interacted with. interacted with. 

07907624110

sean@webgeek.me.uk

27 Etherow Way
Hadfield, SK13 1PS

Providing excellent broadband
technical support

Maintain epic customer service

Going above and beyond the call of duty

Up-skilled in multiple areas of
technical expertise

Designed and developed the website

Maintained clear communication with the
client throughout the process

Carried out updates and added extra content
 to the website upon clients request

Consulted with the client to understand his
website’s goals and requirements

Updated & replaced all the companies
network hardware

Modernised & maintained their main website
& e-commerce shop

Troubleshoot & resolved any daily
computer related problems


